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What is JUKENETBOX?
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JUKENETBOX® responds to the concerns and interests of society in general 
in a controlled way to manage all activities carried out in their day. Today, the 
power of decision by the of the market has shifted from individual to collective 
and JUKENETBOX® provides the tools to reach the most desired joint 
decision for everyone. It's the democratization of music.

JUKENETBOX® is the relief of the Jukebox, the first machine that is going to 
provide the right to decide about the music in a shared space, regaining a lost 
right for over 50 years. As the name suggests, Jukenetbox is the new Jukebox 
in the network (net).
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BENEFITS FOR CONSUMERS

While JUKENETBOX® operated electronically and individually- the user paid for  
choosing the song thet wanted and it sounded independently of the tastes of 
other users, with JUKENETBOX® all users through their mobile device, after 
downloading the application, will be able to vote their song that provides among 
the establishment. Thus, each establishment keeps its musical style. The 
song with the most votes will be the next to be played.

What is JukeNetBox?
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BENEFITS PER THE ESTABLISHMENTS

JUKENETBOX ® not only benefits consumers, but also to establishments where 
music sounds, whether public or private. And in all those premises where music is 
an added value, JUKENETBOX ® solves the job of managing music.

Through an own website of the establishment inside the global website of 
JUKENETBOX®, its business will be profitable as well as improving their 
customers' personal experience in it. The website, moreover, will be an advertising 
platform for them, as consumers can be informed at all times of which 
establishments, in any city around the world, have their favorite music and through 
this website, they can check their play lists and choose which one to go.
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The Brand
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Music
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The website
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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App Mobile
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THANK YOU!


